Abstract. Where N is a nite set of the cardinality n and P the family of all its subsets, we study real functions on P having nonnegative di erences of orders n?2, n?1 and n. Nonnegative di erences of zeroth order, rst order, and second order may be interpreted as nonnegativity, nonincreasingness and convexity, respectively. If all di erences up to order n of a function are nonnegative, the set function is called completely monotone in analogy to the continuous case. We present a discrete Bernstein-type theorem for these functions with M obius inversion in the place of Laplace one. Numbers of all extreme functions with nonnegative di erences up to the orders n, n ? 1 and n ? 2, which is the most sophisticated case, and their M obius transforms are found. As an example, we write out all extreme nonnegative nondecreasing and semimodular functions to the set N with four elements.
Introduction
Let N be a nite basic set of the cardinality n = jNj and P s r (N), 0 r; s n, be the family of all the subsets K of N with cardinalities bounded by the integers r and s; r jKj s. For the sake of notational simplicity we frequently omit the reference to N in this notation and shorten also P r r to P r and P n 0 to P. The algebra R P(N) of all real functions f de ned on P(N) admits a discrete di erential calculus, see 1].
The di erence ( ) and the sum ( ) operators used in this paper are de ned as follows Accordingly, the di erences K K f = f(K), K N, are of zeroth order, the di erences iK K f = f(K)?f(iK), K N, i 2 N ? K, of rst order, the di erences ijK K f = f(K) ? f(iK) ? f(jK) + f(ijK), K N, ij N ? K, i 6 = j, of second order, etc. Note that no distinction is made between elements and singletons on N and that the sign of union is omitted. The di erence L K ? iL iK , K L N, i 2 N ? L, of two di erences of the same order jL ? Kj equals to the di erence iL K of the subsequent order jL ? Kj + 1 and analogically for the sums ( L K + iL iK = iL K ). Our main attention will be devoted to these (convex) cones H r = ff 2 R P ; L K f 0; K L N; jL ? Kj rg; 0 r n; and especially to their extreme functions and rays (for the related notions see 4]). For example, functions from H 0 are nonnegative, functions from H 1 H 0 are locally nonincreasing (and hence also globally nonincreasing: f(K) f(L), K L N), functions from H 2 H 1 are, in addition, locally convex (and hence also, by induction, globally convex:
The cones H r ; 0 r n, are pointed and since they are de ned by a nite number of inequalities with integer coe cients, they have a nite number of extreme rays all of which contain an integer-valued 1 This research was supported partially by Internal Grant 27510 of Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. 
some authors use also the term submodular) functions were characterized by means of expansions and their connectivity. Examples of these functions are the rank functions of matroids; they are extreme in the above cone if and only if the matroid is connected after deleting all its loops. For other results on semimodular functions we refer the reader to 3], 2] and 8]. Another linear transformation of H 2 gives the cone fg 2 R P ; g(I) = f(N ? I) ? f(N); I N; f 2 H 2 g consisting of the normalized (g(;) = 0) nonnegative and convex set functions. Its extreme functions, which are interesting from the game theory point of view, were described in 9] to have special canonical decompositions.
The aim of this paper is to examine the cones H n , H n?1 , H n?2 . We shall present an analogy between the cone H n and a classical continuous result (Section 2). Let us remind that an in nitely di erentiable real Though the cone H n?1 has only one extreme ray more than H n , the case of H n?2 is technically much more complicated and occupies the greater part of the paper. We present the number of extreme rays of H n?2 and the complete list of their M obius transforms. At the end (Section 5) we show as an example all extreme nonnegative nondecreasing and semimodular four-element-set functions. These functions were our main motivation in connection with an entropic approach to the probabilistic representations of conditional independence structures, as in 5].
A discrete Bernstein-type theorem
Instead of working with the cones H r for r close to n it is advantageous to relate them to these cones given by the sum operators 2 Proposition 1. The functions K ; K 2 P n r+1 (N), together with the cone D r = ff 2 R P ; L K f 0; K L 2 P r r (N) and f(J) = 0; jJj > rg span C r ; 0 r n , and, moreover, every function f 2 C r can be uniquely decomposed into g + P u K K where g 2 D r , u K are nonnegative real numbers and the sumation is extended over P n r+1 (N).
Proof. First 
L N: Corollary 3. The cone H n?1 , n 2, has 2 n + 1 extreme rays which are speci ed by the functions h K , K N, and by the function (n ? 1) ; + P i2N i (if n = 1 then H n?1 has two extreme rays).
Proof. If we decompose the cone We derive now four consequences of these properties. Let us start with First, we derive some consequences of these four properties. We start with (8) we nd that n = 2, I(f) is a singleton and f = ?f(;) I . We point out that once f(;) = 0 the properties (5) and (6) force f to be equal identically to zero; below we assume only negative f(;). In fact, if J 6 = ; we choose xed j 2 J and set L = jK (jLj 2 due to (8)). If the set J is empty and I = K we set L = K (jLj 2, I ? L = ;). If J = ; and I 6 = K we look for an element i 2 I ? K such that f(i) + f(k) + f(;) > 0 for all k 2 K and if such element exists, in the case jKj = 1 it really does by (8), we chose a xed one and set L = iK; otherwise L = K (always jLj 2).
Owing to the choice of L the number e L = minfjf(i) + f(j) + f(;)j; i; j 2 N distinct; ij L or ij I ? Lg is positive. Since (5) and (6) ; f 0; otherwise: Secondly,
where we took j 2 L ? i and applied (6). And thirdly, for i; j 2 N distinct we employ (1) and (7) (5) and (6)). In the expression f = e J;K J;K + g the function g will turn out to be in D ? 2 .
Firstly, for i; j 2 N distinct we use (11) and (5) Proof. On account of Lemma 2 it remains to prove that the functions of the types , and are extreme. Proof. By Lemma 1 it su ces to deal with the cone C 2 only. Proposition 1 shows that the extreme functions of C 2 consist of I , I 2 P n { the functions f ij , ij 2 P 2 (from ' I , I 2 P 2 ), where ? ? @ @ @ P P P P P P P @ @ @ ? ? ? P P P P P P P Fig.1 A sketch of the function ' I , I 2 P n?2 ? ? @ @ @ P P P P P P P @ @ @ ? ? ? P P P P P P P Fig.2 A sketch of the function I , I 2 P n?1 
